Dispatch systems

**Integrated Command & Control System**
Incident taking, handling, police force deploying, GIS,...

**AcomEvo Advanced Communication System**
Zetron’s Advanced Communication (AcomEVO) system is an...

**MAX Dispatch System**
Zetron’s new MAX Dispatch gives you the solid reliability...

**Series 4000 Communications Control System**
The Series 4000 is a communication control system designed...

**Integrator RD Workstation**
The Integrator RD radio dispatch workstation is an operator...

**Model 4010 Radio Dispatch Console**
The Model 4010 (Desktop) and Model 4010R (Rackmount) Radio...
DCS 5020 Digital Console System

The DCS-5020 is designed to meet the needs of small integrated...

Model 232 Data Voice Multiplexer

An operator with a Zetron remote can control a base station...

Model 250 Tone Remote Adapter

Zetron’s Model 250 adapts to most EIA-standard base station...

Model 251 DC Remote Base Station Adapter

Zetron’s Model 251 adapts most E&M/Local control devices,...

Pathway

The Pathway product has been designed to allow connection...

Model 6300 RoIP Gateway

Zetron’s RoIP (Radio-over-IP) Gateway is designed to transport...
iRIM - Intelligent Radio Interface Module
iRIM gives you access to newer radio protocols, and allows...

Modular Console Furniture
Variety of monitor mounting options. Personal space options...

Zetron Speaker and Microphone
Unlike normal low-cost computer speakers, Zetron's speakers...